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300 word statement

This portfolio presents two albums and an article, 
contextualised by a performance-lecture. Supplementary 
material relating to and the performance histories of the 
music is presented as appendices. ijereja and entoptic 
landscape employ iterative practices as a method for 
practice research that is ongoing and evolving. The 
distinction between composing, performing and notating 
has been blurred by the composer: they become 
concurrent and continuous with each other. The music 
engages with materialism in notation—employing 
‘dead’ writing systems and obsolete art practices—and 
devising through collaboration and improvisation. This 
stems from explorations in the work of composers such 
as—for example—Alison Knowles (Onion Skin Song, 
1971-) and Marianthi Papalexandri-Alexandri (Still Life, 
2003). My approach transports my experimental music 
practices into the studio in an extension of the methods 
that blur the live and the manipulated employed, e.g., by 
Wolfgang Mitterer for the organ (Stop Playing, 2010). This 
combination of approaches revealed new methods and 
spaces for the creation of, and interaction with, notation; 
recontextualising the relationship between notation and 
sound as mutually informative rather than interpretative. 

 

The documentation of this work is one possible view of 
the music at a given time. These pieces are a constantly 
expanding pool of notation, performance, sound, text 
and concepts. In addition to the album releases, entoptic 
landscape has been broadcast on online radio and 
in Bilbao, released on a CD compilation for a Dutch 
experimental music magazine (Mind the Gap #112) 
and presented as live sound design at the 2015 Prague 
Quadrennial. ijereja has been presented at the New York 
Electroacoustic Music Festival and broadcast online. 
Both have been performed nationally and internationally. 
In addition, the nature and role of the exegesis within 
practice research has been questioned as the contextual 
exploration of the work has been subsumed into its 
performance practice by way of the performance-lecture.

Album 1: 
entoptic landscape
version 1 (20'10")
View in browser or refer to the audio files on the USB stick.

version 2 (10'22")
View in browser or refer to the audio files on the USB stick.

version 3 (10'32")
View in browser or refer to the audio files on the USB stick.

version 4 (4'40")
View in browser or refer to the audio files on the USB stick.

Album 2: 
ijereja (49'48")
View in browser or refer to the audio files on the USB stick.

Article: 
entoptic landscape and ijereja: Music as an Iterative Process

https://www.mixcloud.com/Sopadetruenos/sdt13-pan-y-rosas-discos/
https://www.mixcloud.com/Sopadetruenos/sdt13-pan-y-rosas-discos/
https://www.discogs.com/Various-%20Mind-%20The-Gap-112/release/6576446
https://research.gold.ac.uk/24643/4.hasaudio_mp4ThumbnailVersion/01%20-%20lauren%20redhead%20-%20entoptic%20landscape%20-%20entoptic%20landscape%20version%201%20%28trombone%2C%20tubas%2C%20organ%29.mp3
https://research.gold.ac.uk/24643/3.hasaudio_mp4ThumbnailVersion/02%20-%20lauren%20redhead%20-%20entoptic%20landscape%20-%20entoptic%20landscape%20version%202%20%28trombone%2C%20tubas%2C%20tape%29.mp3
https://research.gold.ac.uk/24643/5.hasaudio_mp4ThumbnailVersion/03%20-%20lauren%20redhead%20-%20entoptic%20landscape%20-%20entoptic%20landscape%20version%203%20%28organ%2C%20tape%29.mp3
https://research.gold.ac.uk/24643/2.hasaudio_mp4ThumbnailVersion/04%20-%20lauren%20redhead%20-%20entoptic%20landscape%20-%20entoptic%20landscape%20version%204%20%28voice%2C%20fixed%20media%29.mp3
https://research.gold.ac.uk/24642/2.hasaudio_mp4ThumbnailVersion/01%20-%20lauren%20redhead%20-%20ijereja.mp3
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Introduction

The impetus for this research project came from my 
reflection on the first version of the piece entoptic 
landscape, written in 2013 and premiered at the Full of 
Noises Festival, Barrow in Furness, in that year. This 
piece was written for a spatialised ensemble of four tubas, 
trombone, and organ, in a quasi-5.1 arrangement. Both 
the forces and the performance circumstances required 
for this piece limited its portability and possibility of future 
re-performance. In addition, the linear compositional 
situation that gave rise to the first performance of the work 
also seemed unsatisfactory: the music was commissioned 
by the festival, composed in isolation, rehearsed in the 
days before the performance and finally presented in the 
concert. While perhaps the most familiar and frequent 
approach to the creation of classical music, this did not 
allow for a deep engagement with the musicians or an 
opportunity to develop the musical materials and ideas of 
the piece outside of its linear arrangement. This reflection 
caused me to consider how other methods of compositional 
development—that caused the ‘private’ aspects of the 
above arrangement (my acts of composition) to become 
‘public’—might be articulated, and how these might also 
centre and be drawn from performative practices rather 
than those most often associated with ‘technique’. 

The opportunity to develop these ideas in relation to the 
piece entoptic landscape came in its second performance: 
this took place in Cafe Oto, London, in January 2014. At 
this performance only three of the original brass players 
were available (two tubas and one trombone; 2.1) and 
the performance took place in a venue that did not 
have an organ. I took this opportunity to re-imagine the 
piece, using a collage of the original notation to create 
a new score for the three musicians, and creating a 
fixed media electronic part from the recordings of the 
rehearsals and the first performance in Barrow. This 
method of re-composition directed me to further re-
compose the piece for organ and electronics to make 
it suitable for performance at my own solo concerts. 
Although these were, in some ways, pragmatic concerns, 
they also allowed the compositional practices of this 
piece to expand into a non-linear and iterative mode of 
composing that began to take into account musicians, 
performance circumstances, notation, and modes of 
production. All of these were eventually considered 
as performance practices that belong to the piece.

As these modes of working emerged from the project, 
the insights generated at this stage were reflective and 

retrospective. In order to extend and further reflect on 
this method of working, a second piece—ijereja—was 
conceived in order to re-explore the same methods 
of creation and performance. My intention was for 
this experience to confirm whether the insights of the 
project were a result of its methods of working, and 
not rather the specific materials that were explored in 
entoptic landscape. As a result, this project resulted in 
a sustained and creative change in my own creative 
practice, that blurred the boundaries between composition, 
performance, notation, and recording, and developed 
new ways of working beyond the individual creative 
outputs it yielded. Further, it caused me to re-think the 
nature and status of recorded documentation, and the 
relationship of myself, performers, and listeners with 
performed and recorded instances of the work. 
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Research Questions

The research questions in this project were emergent 
from its practice in their first instance. As such, they 
articulate research themes that were gleaned in the 
entoptic landscape project and that were further 
investigated in the ijereja project. These are, of course, 
related to other themes that could be read across the 
two pieces; the articulation of these questions is not 
intended to account for the entirety of the work but 
to identify the main areas of enquiry that were the 
focus of the bounds of this project. By the nature of 
the work, other research questions also emerged that 
will be the focus of future research, and these are 
discussed in the ‘Insights’ section of this portfolio.

Three main questions were suggested by this project: 

1. How can the composer-performer act as a 
‘semionaut’ (Bourriaud, 2010) through the 
‘composing’ and ‘performing’ practices of a work? 

2. In such a practice, is it possible to separate 
the practices of ‘composing’ and ‘performing’ 
either in time or by their properties?

3. How might such a work be documented, and in 
so doing how might the practices and processes 
of the work be extended into the studio?

The concept of the ‘semionaut’ referred to here, is 
that of Nicholas Bourriaud. The artist as a semionaut 
is someone who negotiates the signs and symbols 
of the work and its implications through parallel 
ideas of both time and space. Bourriaud writes: 

[through] a compositional principle based on 
lines traced in time and space, the work (like the 
Lacanian unconscious) develops a chain of linked 
elements—and no longer within the order of static 
geometry that would guarantee its unity. This 
spontaneous conception of space-time […] has 
its sources in a nomadic imaginary universe that 
envisages forms in motion and in relation to other 
forms, one in which both geography and history are 
territories to be travelled. (Bourriaud 2010, 117)

This relates to the intentions within the project to 
create a non-linear approach to composition and 
performance—allowing them, as creative practices, 
to spontaneously feed into and re-create each 
other—and to the status of the outcomes of these 
practices. Therefore, the documentation and outcomes 
of this project became as much an investigation of 
its research questions as its creative practices. 

Image: ijereja, score [detail]. 
Selected score materials are available in Appendix 5
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Methods

The methods and processes of this project have been 
summarised in the article: entoptic landscape and 
ijereja: music as an iterative process, New Sound: 
International Journal of Music, vol. 49 (2017) 97-113. 
(The full text is reproduced at pp. 14-30 below.)

This project employed multiple creative 
practices as methods of exploring its materials 
and enacting its ideas. These included: 

• the creation of graphic and text-based notation 
as a creative practice, employing processes of 
collage, drawing, automatic writing, and concrete 
poetry. This process was itself understood as 
part of the performance of the work, and not 
only a practice in advance or performance or 
as a transcription of sound for performance.

• composition, broadly understood, in which 
performance situations were conceived and 
described in advance, strategies for performance and 
improvisation were created, and creative decisions 
were made in the studio from the project materials.

• performance, including improvisation, structured 
responses to the project notations and recordings, 

and pre-composed presentation of materials 
through the medium of the performance lecture.

• recording of live performances and of improvised 
responses to the project materials;  sampling of 
these materials in performance and in the studio.

• music production as a practice of synthesising 
the project recordings in the studio, and also 
as a creative practice through which further 
decisions and iterative approaches could be 

These practices were considered in a continuously 
evolving and non-linear cycle. For example, notations 
were made in response to performances (and recordings 
of performances) that took place, and as materials for 
future performances. Recordings of performances were 
used as ‘notations’ through representation in performance 
spaces in which improvised responses were made. In 
the studio, this process was emphasised through the 
layering of many performances and through processing 
resulting in the inclusion of impossible live sounds in 
recordings that otherwise seem ‘live’. As a result, each 
instance of the work can be considered both complete and 
always incomplete. This aspect was further emphasised 

through the creation of the performance lecture as both an 
exploration of the project and its creative practice and as 
a further instance of its performance. In the lecture itself, 
I described this as ‘at once [the work’s] performance, live 
creation, concept, experience, and discursive analysis’. 
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Video: Performance Lecture ijereja: music as an iterative process 
Click to play. It may load slowly 
Can't see anything?
View in browser or refer to the video file on the USB stick.                              
See Appendix 1 for transcript of the spoken element of this presentation

http://research.gold.ac.uk/27112/1/LRedhead_ijereja_PerformanceLecture_2016.mp4
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Methods (continued)

My performance lecture also describes this as a ‘journey of 
performance-development’ that includes a ‘public narrative of 
performance-composition when all of the iterations are heard 
together’. In these cases, ‘performances audibly and publicly 
interact with and cross-reference each other, finally resulting 
in a performance-artefact which is both always present and 
functions as a quotation and statement of the compositional 
and interpretative process.’ Two tables in Appendices 2 
and 4 detail the performance histories of both of the works 
that have allowed this iterative method to be enacted.
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Outcomes and Dissemination

While performances were part of the method of this 
project, they were also part of its dissemination. 
Beyond performance, two albums were created as 
statements of—and in order to disseminate—the 
creative practice in the project as audio recordings. 
Whilst both complete and incomplete in the same way 
as a performance in the project, these recordings act 
as statements as possible (but not ideal or definitive) 
outcomes of the performance practices of the project.

Album 1: entoptic landscape
version 1 (20'10")
View in browser or refer to the audio 
files on the USB stick.

version 2 (10'22")
View in browser or refer to the audio 
files on the USB stick.

version 3 (10'32")
View in browser or refer to the audio 
files on the USB stick.

version 4 (4'40")
View in browser or refer to the audio 
files on the USB stick.

ijereja (49'48")
View in browser or refer to the audio 
files on the USB stick.

Top: Album: entoptic landscape (Chicago: pan y 
rosas discos, 2014) pyr123 Link to label
Bottom: Album: ijereja  (Chicago: pan y rosas 
discos, 2016) pyr180 Link to label

https://research.gold.ac.uk/24643/4.hasaudio_mp4ThumbnailVersion/01%20-%20lauren%20redhead%20-%20entoptic%20landscape%20-%20entoptic%20landscape%20version%201%20%28trombone%2C%20tubas%2C%20organ%29.mp3
https://research.gold.ac.uk/24643/3.hasaudio_mp4ThumbnailVersion/02%20-%20lauren%20redhead%20-%20entoptic%20landscape%20-%20entoptic%20landscape%20version%202%20%28trombone%2C%20tubas%2C%20tape%29.mp3
https://research.gold.ac.uk/24643/5.hasaudio_mp4ThumbnailVersion/03%20-%20lauren%20redhead%20-%20entoptic%20landscape%20-%20entoptic%20landscape%20version%203%20%28organ%2C%20tape%29.mp3
https://research.gold.ac.uk/24643/2.hasaudio_mp4ThumbnailVersion/04%20-%20lauren%20redhead%20-%20entoptic%20landscape%20-%20entoptic%20landscape%20version%204%20%28voice%2C%20fixed%20media%29.mp3
https://research.gold.ac.uk/24642/2.hasaudio_mp4ThumbnailVersion/01%20-%20lauren%20redhead%20-%20ijereja.mp3
http://www.panyrosasdiscos.net/pyr123-lauren-redhead-entoptic-landscape/
http://www.panyrosasdiscos.net/pyr180-lauren-redhead-ijereja/
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Research Insights

The insights as a result of this project might first be 
described in relation to its research questions. The 
concept of the ‘semionaut’, was explored through the 
iterative method of working in the project. Specifically, 
this offered both myself and the other performers multiple 
opportunities to respond to the project materials, thus 
exploring their potential implications not only in a single 
instance of performance but across multiple performances 
and media. As such, this project suggested and confirmed 
this iterative method of working as a way to undermine 
the linearised aspect of the creation of music assumed 
in the original festival composition that gave rise to the 
project. As non-linear instances of performance and 
composition, the creative acts in the project were also 
dehierarchised, since, for example, notation could no longer 
be considered prior to performance, nor could production 
be considered a mode of presentation, recording or 
archiving. In common with the practice of a ‘semionaut’, 
multiple directions or paths in the imagined space-time 
of the work were opened up by its creative practices, 
allowing many possibilities of meaning to arise and be 
explored in performance and in relation to its materials.

In undermining the linear aspect of the work, its materials, 
and its performative engagement, the project directed me 

to describe its ontology as an ‘infinity of lists’ after Umberto 
Eco (2009). As such, as I have described, it is always 
complete and also never complete or always expanding. 
The form of an ‘infinity of lists’ is not an aesthetic form 
but something that holds more in common with Kant’s 
mathematical sublime. (Eco, 2009, 135) Eco writes that: 

the infinity of aesthetics is the subjective feeling of 
something greater than us; it is an emotional condition; 
instead the infinity we are talking about now is an 
actual infinity made up of objects that can perhaps be 
numbered but that we cannot number. (2009, 15)

The number of artefacts currently associated with both 
entoptic landscape and ijereja are numerable, although 
they have not all been included in this portfolio both 
because of their number and because engagement with 
each and every one is not required to understand the 
practice research that has taken place in this project. 
However, they are potentially infinite; each project’s 
possible and intended form is infinite. Eco also hints at 
how this can be experienced as embodied, writing that 
this form of representation, ‘suggests infinity almost 
physically, because in fact it does not end, nor does it 
conclude in form’. (2009, 16) The physical experience 

of the infinite in Eco’s construction is embodied by the 
performers and composers who experience the potential of 
this form when they enact the piece. They do not perform 
the list, but by being aware of the potential performances 
of the piece, and their lack in the current performance 
in which they are engaged, they experience its infinity. 
In addition to being an infinity of lists, the form of ijereja 
is also what Eco designates a non-normal list (after a 
non-normal set in mathematical set theory) because it 
contains itself: the set of all performances of the piece is 
itself a performance of the piece. (Eco, 2009, 395-6)

This insight further informed the approach to documentation 
in the project, ultimately suggesting its prevention as a 
research document in this portfolio: while the total amassed 
documentation could be presented, this would not provide 
a complete picture of the project and indeed might serve 
to confuse it. Thus, the project caused a shift from the 
consideration of documentation as a product of creative 
practice research to a process of the research. This allowed 
for both a more creative approach to the expression of the 
work in the format of audio albums, and for the expansion 
of the consideration of ‘work’ beyond its notation and 
performance to its documentary practices as well. 
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Future Developments

Finally, this project suggests future directions for 
research, and further research questions that could 
not be explored but arose as a result of its creative 
practice. Future projects will build on the work 
completed here by investigating specifically those 
questions and building on the creative working 
method described in this portfolio. First, both pieces 
in this project explored obsolete languages and 
materials in their notation (parietal art and linear B 
respectively). The enactment of such materials in 
notation and performance, and their subsequent 
potential for meaning, is an area of clear interest 
for future work. Second, the nature of musical time 
as well as the linearity of creation and performance 
might also be explored. The temporal dimension 
of music is problematised by an approach that 
introduces instances of previous performances into 
‘live’ situations, and also the ‘past’ and ‘present’ of 
the musical work might be investigated through the 
relationship of historical and borrowed materials and 
practices in the notational approaches introduced here.

Image: ijereja, score [detail]. Performance at St Laurence 
Church, Catford, London. Photograph by Huw Morgan. 
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Image: ijereja, score [detail]. 
Selected score materials are available in Appendix 5
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LECTURE TEXT 

1. Cage Context and Performance Lecture 

[0’00”] In the foreword to the book Silence, John Cage writes: 

[0’10”] “For over twenty years I have been writing articles and giving lectures. Many of them have 

been unusual in form. This is especially true of the lectures because I have employed in them 

means of composing analogous to my composing means in the field of music. My intention 

has been, often, to say what I had to say in a way that would exemplify it; that would, 

conceivably, permit the listener to experience what I had to say rather than just hear about it. 

This means that, being as I am engaged in a variety of activities, I attempt to introduce into 

each one of them aspects conventionally limited to one or more of the others.”  1

[1’00”] Cage’s Lecture on Nothing is, of course, the archetypal performance lecture.  

[1’10”] This performance lecture combines my interests and practices in composition, instrumental 

performance, graphic notation, and acousmatic sound. 

[1’30”] You are encouraged to experience its elements simultaneously. 

[1’45”]  The sonic elements of this lecture are found in the performance of the piece and the 

recitation of the lecture. 

[2’00”] The visual elements of this lecture are found in the notation, the video, and the   

environment: my and your presence in this room. 

[2’20”] The research elements of this lecture can be found in its text, its materials and its practices. 

[3’00”] In my creative practices I embody and enact the three positions of composer, performer and 

listener and I seek to blur the boundaries between listening, performing and composing. 

 John Cage, Silence: Lectures and Writings, digitised ed. (Wellesley, MA: Wellesley College Library (1961) 2012), p.xi, 1

<https://archive.org/stream/silencelecturesw1961cage/silencelecturesw1961cage_djvu.txt> [Accessed on 
08.02.2017].

Appendix 1



2. Practice-led Research and Process vs Product 

[3’30”] Practice-led research is, in itself, a dialectic of process and product.   2

[3’50”] Whilst practice is a process, ‘research’—as conceived in the UK academic context—almost 

exclusively focused on products.  

[4’15”] The ‘product’ of practice-led research in composition is usually assumed to be the score, 

recording or written reflection that might follow the creation of a musical work.  

[4’45”] I believe it is necessary to propose new presentation methods beyond the text. 

[5’00”] The ‘work concept’ in experimental music differs from and problematises the ‘traditional’ 

idea of the musical work as outlined in Lydia Goehr’s The Imaginary Museum of Musical 

Works  and Roman Ingarden’s The Work of Music and the Problem of its Identity.  3 4

[5’30”] The history of experimental music could be considered as an alternate history of western 

music, encouraging experience-focused perspectives 

[6’00”] The product-based nature of current practice-led research outputs often define the work by a 

score or performance-document, whereas music from this tradition often has little to offer in 

terms of a score or definitive performance. 

[6’30”] So the distinction between process (where the research component of a project might be 

found) and product leaves many aspects of research in experimental music poorly understood 

and disseminated. 

 Barbara Bolt, ‘The Magic is in Handling’, in Estelle Barrett and Barbara Bolt, eds., Practice as Research: Approaches 2

to Creative Arts Enquiry (London: I. B. Taurus, 2010), pp27-34; p.31.

 Lydia Goehr, The Imaginary Museum of Musical Works: An Essay in the Philosophy of Music (Oxford: Oxford 3

University Press, 1994).  

 Roman Ingarden, The Work of Music and the Problem of its Identity, ed. by Jean G. Harrell, trans. by Adam 4

Czerniawski (Hampshire and London: MacMillan, 1986). 



[7’00”] It is necessary to challenge the concept/experience distinction in experimental music 

practice which situates the conceptual dimension of the music in the private realm of the 

composer and the experiential as a public but listening- and performance-based activity. 

3. Introduction to ijereja project: recording and materials 

[8’00”] ijereja is a project which takes the iterative process of its materials as its starting point.  

[8’30”] It takes its ontology from Umberto Eco’s 2009 book,The Infinity of Lists.  5

[8’55”] Eco has stated: 

[9’01”] “The list is the origin of culture. It's part of the history of art and literature. What does 

culture want? To make infinity comprehensible. It also wants to create order -- not always, but 

often. And how, as a human being, does one face infinity? How does one attempt to grasp the 

incomprehensible? Through lists, through catalogs, through collections in museums and 

through encyclopedias and dictionaries.”   6

[9’45”] This ‘work’ is a constantly expanding pool of notation, performance, sound, text and 

concepts. 

[10’00”]ijereja is a transliteration of the transliteration of the Mycenean Greek word for ‘priestess’ 

in the Cretan-Minoan script known as Linear B.  

[10’21”]The sound of the word ijereja is an invented pronunciation based on the syllabic 

substitution of Linear B. Its original, pre-homeric Greek pronunciation has never been heard 

and cannot be conclusively known. 

[11’00”]This piece draws from disparate sources including Linear B text, Minoan art, modernist 

fakeries of Minoan art, cartographic practices, fictional maps, mistranslations, Hörspiel, sound 

poetry, organ improvisation and previous performances.  

 Umberto Eco, The Infinity of Lists, trans. by Alastair McEwen (London: MacLehose Press, 1999).5

 Susanne Beyer and Lothar Gorris, ‘Spiegel Interview with Umberto Eco: “We Like Lists Because We Don’t Want 6

To Die”, spiegel.de (11 November 2009), <http://www.spiegel.de/international/zeitgeist/spiegel-interview-with-
umberto-eco-we-like-lists-because-we-don-t-want-to-die-a-659577.html> [Accessed 08.02.2017].



[12’00”] This piece is the development of a method of working which uses iterative composition 

and performance, over-recording, and notation-as-performance…  

[12’20”] …it establishes a set of materials that can be used to create performances of different 

durations and content but with the same musical identity.  

[12’42”] ijereja is interested in the interrogation of the potentially liminal space between 

performance, voice, speech, language, text, writing and notation. 

[13’04”] It is not clear which of these activities create sound or text, make marks or reproduce the 

piece. Their function is fluid and undefined. 

[13’25”] Potentially all of the performers engage in writing, speaking, notating and producing as the 

composer does. 

[13’45”] In this performance, you hear seven musicians: Sarah Gail Brand on trombone, Charles 

Céleste Hutchins on tuba, Tina Krekels on saxophone and electronics, Adam Linson on 

double bass and electronics, Alistair Zaluda performing live electronics, R. Armstrong 

performing spoken and sung text and myself performing organ and sound poetry. 

[14’30”] The sound itself is drawn from several performances and locations. 

4. Some technical discussion 

[15’02”] Creating a tangible link between notation and performance within the interpretation of 

graphic notation, for me, includes links between live and studio-created performances of 

works which retain the identity of the work and reflect on the way that notation might have a 

gestural relationship with the sound of the work.  

[15’30”] A gestural approach to performance is understood not only as movements made by 

performers or the characteristics of sound, but as a conceptualisation of the sound, notation 

and performer in space and territory.  

[16’45”] This posits gestural relationships in performance as inherent to the structure of the 

relationships that form this music.  



[17’15] Rather than imagining the interpretative act as a process of which performance is the end 

result of a period of engagement with notation, it suggests a process of which the 

compositional act, notation, and all subsequent performances are single iterations and 

considers gesture as an integral aspect of the work rather than only of its performance.  

[18’00”] (to cite Roman Ingarden): 

[18’13”] “the work itself remains like an ideal boundary at which the composer’s intentional 

conjectures or creative acts and the listener’s acts of perception aim […]. At that ideal 

boundary, the work remains one and the same in contrast to the many concretions in specific 

performances and thus […] it is in some respects de-individualized, although it does not cease 

to be individual.  7

[19’00”] The ‘work’ of music is, therefore, an ‘intentional object’,  and perceiving the work of 8

music as an artistic work at all relies on a social exchange: music is ‘an intersubjective 

aesthetic object’ which is reliant on the correct behaviours and attitudes of performers and 

listeners in order to be received as an artwork.   9

[19’34”] A problem of focusing merely on notation as the source of information in musical 

experience means that, to quote Nina Sun Eidsheim, ‘the abstractly yet fixedly notated 

overshadows the concrete, ever-shifting experience of music.’   10

[20’02”] Ingarden writes that unnotated but performable characteristics of music remain 

‘existentially potential’ when music remains ‘in the form in which it has been notated […] as 

though there were only a possibility of their future realisation in individual performances.   11

 Ingarden, (1986), p.119.7

 ibid. p.120.8

 ibid. p.122.9

 Nina Sun Eidsheim, ‘Sensing Voice: Materiality and the lived voice in Singing and Listening’, Senses and Society, 10

vol.6 no.2 (2011) pp.133-155; p.134.

 Ingarden, (1986), p.116.11



[21’00”] If performances of a single work were to be considered as a group which gives rise to a 

score that notates their common elements, and therefore cause the ‘work’ to be thought of as a 

multiplicity, the identity of the work of music may seem less problematic.  12

[21’20”] Gesture is important to me in the following ways: 

[21’30”] 1. the journey from the score to performance is also a chain of meaning from symbol to 

gesture. It is important to understand this chain of meaning in order to create meaningful 

interpretations of open scores.  

[22’00”] 2. the interpretation of the performance by listeners is the interpretation of gestural 

relationships. The transfer of meaning in performance may not be of the same associations of 

the score to the performance for the interpreter, but these associations still continue this chain 

of meaning and are part of the trace of the work. 

[22’30”] 3. gesture has an important relationship with the interpretation of acousmatic music and 

the organ also has a relationship to this tradition (since the performer is often not observable, 

and the sound is diffuse, multi-voiced, and often disjunct from the instrument): gesture is a 

way of thinking of the composition and performance of sound in space in music for organ and 

electronics 

[23’00”] 4. gestural understanding of the live performance work that I do is helping me to develop 

the presentation and performance of the music for spaces without the organ. 

[23’30”] This work externalises the idea of space in its notation. It addresses the information found 

in the ideas and intersections of maps and territories which are simultaneously representations 

and simulacra. All notation is completely open. The score is provided without instructions or 

information, restrictions on instrumentation, or duration, and all electronic materials provided 

are flexible. 

 This summary appears in Lauren Redhead, ‘Notation as Process: Interpreting Open Scores and the ‘Journey 12

Form’’, in Music and/as Process, ed. by Vanessa Hawes and Lauren Redhead (Newcastle: Cambridge Scholars, 2016) 
pp116-133; pp119-120.



[24’15”] Nicolas Bourriaud describes a relational art as, ‘an art taking as its theoretical horizon the 

realm of human interactions and its social context, rather than the assertion of an independent 

and private symbolic space.’   13

[25’00”] As an interpreter, at first, I investigate the different ways to interpret the symbols or 

instructions, and catalogue the sounds and approaches that I could attach to them. In 

combining these, I explore the different paths that are available to take through the score: a 

journey.  

[26’00”] Bourriaud describes the ‘journey form’ as something which forges a link between the 

finished artwork and the artists’ personal process, and this in itself can be considered to be an 

artistic aim. The ‘journey form’ links time and space not as concurrent but as a single material 

with possibilities for exploration, topological fluidity and temporal bifurcation within single 

artworks.   

[27’00”] Bourriaud writes, ‘[t]he artist has become the prototype of the contemporary traveller, 

homo viator, whose passage through signs and formats highlights a contemporary experience 

of mobility, displacement, crossing.’   14

[28’00”] This relates specifically to the performer of graphic notation as the materials she works 

with in performance are not only the score, any electronic materials, and her instrument, but 

also the artefacts of all previous performances (public and private) which build a repertoire of 

materials belonging to the work.  

[29’09”] My work entoptic landscape, not shown here, is based upon an iterative process. 

[29’30”] The notation of the entoptic landscape score is created by a number of practices which all 

involve actions; these actions are derived from a study of the aesthetics, nature, and purpose 

of ice-age art.  

 Nicholas Bourriaud, Relational Aesthetics, trans. by Simon Pleasance and Fronza Woods (Dijon: les presses du 13

réel, (1998) 2002)., p.14.

 Nicholas Bourriaud, The Radicant, trans. by James Gussen and Lill Porten (New York: Lukas & Sternberg, 2010), 14

p.113; this summary paraphrased from Redhead (2016), pp124-125. 



[30’00”] The final piece encompasses several live acousmatic and multi-channel performances, a 

studio album, multi-modal gallery presentation, audio-visual installation, scores for specific 

instruments and open notation. 

[30’32”] The piece is both complete and expanding: reacting to its performers, performance 

circumstances, and internal contradictions. 

[31’00”] It is both an ‘ideal boundary’ and an ‘intentional […] intersubjective aesthetic object’. It is 

relational. 

[31’56”] The final notation embodies both performative, gestural actions drawn from my own 

performances and those of others and from the creation of notation: the score is therefore both 

map and territory. 

[32’37”] This compositional technique has been further concretised in the piece ijereja which is an 

ongoing project involving a similar approach to notation and performance, involving over-

recording, sampling, and this iterative approach to performance and notation. 

[33’18”] This is, then, the opposite process to my gestural engagement with the open notation music 

of others: my approach to the music and notation is transcribing the environment and territory 

in which the others must move.  

[34’11”] The score and music are open spaces for gestural exploration.  

[34’30”] The journey of performance-development that I have described has also included a very 

public narrative of performance-composition when all of the iterations are heard together as in 

some of the studio performances that I have made.  

[35’00”] Here, you are hearing the result of a journey of performance-engagement that involves 

myself, several improvisers, the concert hall, the gallery and the studio. 

[35’30”] Performances audibly and publicly interact with and cross-reference each other, finally 

resulting in a performance-artefact which is both always present and functions as a quotation 

and statement of the compositional and interpretative process.  



[36’00”] This makes audible the work-as-process. 

[36’35”] The experience of this piece, in this performance lecture, seeks to come as close to the 

‘ideal boundary’ of the work as possible: at once its performance, live creation, concept, 

experience, and discursive analysis.  

[37’01”] As a relational work, the domain of human interactions - at which we meet as composer-

performer and listeners - is not only the theoretical horizon of this piece but its tangible 

material. 

[37’40”] The identity of ijereja can only be its territory, and its journey form its musical form. The 

proliferation of form and materials that it offers places its meaning within the domain of 

unlimited semiosis, as for Eco: an infinity of lists. 

[38’15”] Anthropologist Tim Ingold’s concept of ‘wayfaring’  can also be employed here to 15

understand compositional, notational, and performance processes as gestural.  

[38’45”] The experience of striving towards the piece is itself performance: a method of wayfaring 

rather than simply moving through the music, and therefore an experience of being in the 

music-as-territory.  

[39’30”] This conception of wayfaring links the experiences of the composer, performer and listener 

in the gestural space: all are wayfarers who explore the work in its journey-form.  

[40’12”] Gesture links the score with the performance, the listener with the performance, and the 

composer with the performer beyond embodiment into musical space and territory. 

5. Text from the project to finish 

ijereja script: 

[40’30”] To conclude:

 cf Tim Ingold, ‘Stories against classification: transport, wayfaring and the integration of knowledge’, in Being 15

Alive: Essays on Movement, Knowledge and Description (London: Routledge, 2011), pp156-164.



[41’00”] You have defrauded me of all the good things of this 

world that I still possessed. 

[41’15”] Men and women don't know themselves--they know not 

what they are.

[41’30”] Only one who is neither man nor woman knows them. 

[41’45”] Every word they say is untrue, a lie.

[42’00”] Only the body remains for a time what it is.

[42’15”] The men and women are like the animals: none knows what 

it does.

[42’30”] I am not man nor woman.

[42’45”] My body has nothing common with their bodies.

[43’00”] As a woman I have no country.

[43’15”] As a woman my country is the whole world.

[43’30”] The maps were of indifferent quality with poor lettering 

and ornamentation and are generally pirated from earlier work.

[43’45”] Nevertheless,  they  have  a  superficially  ‘quaint’ 

appearance and are very popular with present-day collectors.

[44’00”] Originally such games had little to do with education 

but there came a gradual realisation that learning need not be 

at all tedious but could be amusing and entertaining. 

[44’20”] As  a  consequence  map  games  were  more  frequently 

introduced into the family circle and the classroom. 



[44’40”] As examples of cartography these little maps have 

nothing to commend them.

[44’50”] Much of each map is obliterated.

[45’00”] Whilst some samplers were crude in appearance compared 

with the original maps—not surprisingly as the standards of 

achievement among the young ladies would vary considerably—

others achieved high standards of lettering and line. 

[45’30”] Reason is great but it is not everything.

[45’40”] There are in the world things not of reason but both 

above and below it; causes of emotion which we cannot express, 

which we tend to worship; which we feel perhaps, to be the 

precious elements in life. 

[46’00”] These things are gods or forms of god: not fabulous, 

immortal men but “things which are”, things utterly non-human 

and non-moral, which bring a man to bliss or tear his life to 

shreds without a break in their own serenity.

[46’30”] But it is no longer a question of either maps or 

territories. 

[46’45”] Something  has  disappeared:  the  sovereign  difference, 

between  one  and  the  other,  that  constituted  the  charm  of 

abstraction. 

[47’00”] Because it is difference that constitutes the poetry of 

the  map  and  the  charm  of  the  territory,  the  magic  of  the 

concept and the charm of the real.

[47’30”] This imaginary of representation, which simultaneously 

culminates in and is engulfed by the cartographers mad project 

of the ideal coextensivity of map and territory, disappears in 

the  simulation  whose  operation  is  nuclear  and  genetic,  no 

longer at all specular or discursive. 



[48’00”]  We very soon got to six yards to the mile. 

[48’15”]  Then we tired a hundred yards to the mile. 

[48’30”]  And then came the grandest idea of all! We actually 

made a map of the country on the scale of a mile to the mile! 

[48’45”]  It has never been spread out yet. 

[49’00”]  The farmers objected: 

[49’10”]  they said it would cover the whole country and shut out 

the sunlight! 

[49’20”]  So now we use the country itself, as its own map, and I 

assure you it does nearly as well.
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entoptic landscape:: Performance History

Date Details Comments

27.07.2013 Full of Noises Festival, St James Church, Barrow (organ, 
trombone, four tubas)

With Sarah Gail Brand, trombone; Sam Underwood, tuba; Stuart Estell, tuba; Taneli Clarke, tuba; Alison Griffiths, tuba.

31.01.2014 Cafe OTO, London (fixed media audio, trombone, two tubas) With Sarah Gail Brand, trombone; Sam Underwood, tuba; Stuart Estell, tuba.

07.03.2014 Canterbury Christ Church Univesity (organ and electronics) Part of a tour co-produced by Sound and Music

15.03.2014 St Laurence Church, Catford, London (organ and electronics) Part of a tour co-produced by Sound and Music

10.05.2014 St James Church, Barrow (organ and electronics) Part of a tour co-produced by Sound and Music

01.08.2014 Release of entoptic landscape on pan y rosas discos pyr123

1.2015 CD release: Lauren Redhead, ‘entoptic landscape 3’ on 
Diverse uitvoeders, Mind the Gap (Promo, Gonzo Circus 
Records, Jan 2015) cat. no. 138

https://www.discogs.com/Various-Mind-The-Gap-112/release/6576446

31.03.2015 Sidney Cooper Gallery, Canterbury (fixed audio visual media 
and spoken voice)

Part of performance lecture: ‘Music for Semionauts’ 

04.2015 broadcast on Sopa de Truenos [SdT13], https://www.
mixcloud.com/Sopadetruenos/sdt13-pan-y-rosas-discos/ 

Bilbao and online, http://sopadetruenos.tumblr.com

05.2015 entoptic landscape released as a track on Diapason: Music 
for Organ and Electronics (sfz Music, 2015)

sfzm0215

22.06.2015 Prague Quadrennial Sound Kitchen (8 channel fixed media) http://program.pq.cz/en/pq-program/?sort=date-asc&days=17-18-19-20-21-22-23-24-25-26-27-
28&place=&section=22&type=&fulltext=

20.10.2015 Canterbury Festival, Canterbury Christ Church Univesity 
(organ, voice and electronics)

Dr Lauren Redhead 
ijereja and entoptic landscape: Music as an Iterative Process
Music
Goldsmiths, University of London
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ijereja: Performance History

Date Details Comments

31.03.2015 Sidney Cooper Gallery, Canterbury (fixed audio visual media and spoken voice) Part of performance lecture: ‘Music for Semionauts’ 

11.04.2015 Automatronic Spring Festival, St Laurence Church, Catford (organ, spoken voice and live 
electronics)

With Alistair Zaldua, live electronics

10.10.2015 Automatronic, St Laurence Church, Catford (organ, spoken voice, live electronics, saxophone, 
tuba)

With Alistair Zaldua, live electronics; Adam Linson, double bass/live electronics; Tina Krekels, 
saxophone; Charles Céleste Hutchins, tuba.

22.10.2015 Free Range, Mrs Jones’s Kitchen, Canterbury (spoken voice, electronics and trombone) With Sarah Gail Brand, trombone

01.12.2015 University of Bristol, (fixed audio visual media and spoken voice) Performance lecture: ‘ijereja: music as an iterative process’

03.05.2016 Sidney Cooper Gallery, Canterbury (fixed audio visual media and spoken voice) Performance lecture: ‘ijereja: music as an iterative process’

16.06.2016 Automatronic Summer Tour, Barclay Viewforth Church, Edinburgh (organ, spoken voice, live 
electronics, saxophone)

With Alistair Zaldua, live electronics; Adam Linson, double bass/live electronics; Tina Krekels, 
saxophone.

16.06.2016 New York City Electroacoustic Music Festival, Underground Theatre, New York (fixed audio 
visual media)

22.06.2016 Release of ijereja on pan y rosas discos pyr180

30.06.2016 International Conference on Live Interfaces, Meeting House, University of Sussex (organ, 
spoken voice and live electronics)

Part of workshop: ‘The Organ as Live Interface’

30.06.2016 Broadcast on ‘No Pigeonholes’ Experimental Music Podcast, 30 June 2016 part 2 No Pigeonholes EXP broadcast on KOWS-FM www.kows.fm, hosted by Don Campau, www.
doncampau.com.
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